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About us 

Ljunggren & daughters AB (Ergofokus) was founded in 2001 in Sollentuna Lennart Ljunggren and Sara 
Ljunggren. The point was that using flexible, agile tools, prevent heavy lifting and poor posture in 
commercial kitchens . Actually it started back in 1977 when Lennart received an inquiry from the 
Stockholm school kitchen, where they had problems with heavy tin and potato sacks weighing 50 
kg / pc!  3 years later were caterers lift invented , manufactured and delivered in 100 copies. 
Lennart has since worked with various types of lift trucks and in 2001 it was time for generational 
change and a fresh start with a focus on tools for caterers. 

With time growing our product range, and with the expanded our target audience. Today we have a 
modular standard range, which can easily be tailored to customers' needs, not only in professional 
kitchens, but also in the food industry, pharmaceutical industry, automotive and construction      
industries, etc. 

Our products are mainly manufactured in Sweden, which is a prerequisite for fast and safe delivery, 
with high quality. 

In the beginning of 2016 we changed company name to L&d Ergofokus AB.          
We have our head office and warehouse in Borlänge.  

Please do not hesitate to contact us for more information! 

Contact persons 
 
 
CEO &      Product Manager &   Constructor & 
Export Manager    Sales Nordic countries   Sales Sweden 
Sara Ljunggren    Björn Bok     Magnus Andersson 
+46 705 29 99 69    +46 709 78 30 87    +46 703 32 79 90 
sara@ergofokus.se    bjorn@ergofokus.se   magnus@ergofokus.se 

Sara Ljunggren CEO 
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Special Solutions 

We have extensive experience of developing specific solutions tailored for different purposes. We 
assume an unconditional meeting where we discuss and create sketches. This may involve changing 
an existing solution or to develop a completely new solution. 

Technically, we can solve many desires but first you should consider whether changing routines in 
the work solves the problem completely or partially. We help to illuminate the risks and how often 
the solution should be used to evaluate the profit of the solution compared to the direct and 
delayed costs. Several of the previous special solutions we have developed are now marketed un-
der Ergofokus™ standard range. Please visit www.ergofokus.se for further information. 

w w w . e r g o f o k u s . s e 
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Ergofokus goal is to reduce bad health and increase your productivity 
through our products, which not only relieves stress, 

but also simplifies the heavy and difficult operations in your daily work. 
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MADE IN SWEDEN 
Our own products are manufactured in Sweden, which is a prerequisite for fast 
and safe delivery. Locally produced not only lower transportation costs, but 
also a cleaner air. The proximity to the factories allows us to check the 
working conditions regularly. 

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT 
The correct working height is essential for the body to cope with the day. Both 
pulled taut shoulders, a curved back provides rapid stress injuries , ie ache ! It 
is more difficult to overcome the problems the longer the body is exposed to 
them , why it is important to prevent damage and problems at an early stage.  

RUNS ON WHEELS 
Products on wheels increases flexibility and improves logistics in the work-
place. Wheels are available with or without brake, in sizes from 80 mm to 150 
mm in diameter. With larger, the product becomes easier to move. Small whe-
els we use when it is important to keep the product as low as possible ( eg. 
Due doorposts or the desired lift height).  

WASHABLE 
For workplaces where hygiene requirements are extremely high ( eg. within 
the food and pharmaceutical industries ), we have developed washable 
products. Electronics and other sensitive components are encapsulated and 
these products are an IP rating of at least X5, ie they can be rinsed with water 
hose, but not with high pressure.  

CE (Conformité Européenne) 
The symbol indicates that the product is CE marked in compliance with appli-
cable laws and regulations. If no icon appears on a product, it's because the 
product is not under the Machinery Directive and therefore are not subject to 
a CE marking. All our products have, however, undergone the necessary safety 
tests and quality controls.  

OPEN PURCHASE 
For us it is important to have happy customers! Therefore, we borrow out most 
of our standard products for free in 14 days. This allows the user to test and 
evaluate the product before purchase decision needs to be taken. In case of 
return, you will be charged for the return shipping, unless otherwise agreed .  

HEALTHY STAFF 
The idea behind all of our products is that they are in one way or another to 
facilitate work everyday for our customers. An energetic and healthy 
employees is usually a happy and productive employees. To invest in their 
staff is everything , in order to deliver quality products , whether it be school 
meals , toothpaste or engines. - And everyday work becomes so much more fun 
when everyone is doing well !  

DELIVERY 
Shipment usually occurs within 1-3 weeks after order, and the products come 
with a 2 year garantee.  
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Biggest working problem in the West 

From the EU's statistics can read that over 40 million (!) European workers suffer from      
musculoskeletal diseases annually . In the UK it has been estimated that the cost to the company /
employer amount to 52,000 to 120,000 per case . With those numbers in your luggage, you can pretty 
quickly see that an investment of such a lift truck for 3000 EURO . In Sweden, we have about 14 000 
reported musculoskeletal injuries per year, but it is estimated that nearly 1.5 million people work daily 
in strenuous postures and ¼ of them complain of pain. 

Most common is that musculoskeletal injuries incurred in connection with: 

• heavy lifting (containers, boxes, sacks) 
• uncomfortable postures (shelves / benches, and confined spaces) 
• repetitive movements ( chop , pour , stir ) 
• high work rate and stress 
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Why an ergonomic product range 

Some of our partners 

Ergonomics =  

Doctrine adapting the work environment 

and to human needs and circumstances. 

Ergonomics is the science of adapting the work and the working environment to the needs 
and basic elements of life of us human beings. Often this means that work process and the 
workplace as such must be adapted so that these do not to put unnecessary strain on the 
worker. It is especially important that all work involving lifting of any kind is done ergonomically 
correct. Working posture and working height are key issues to keep in mind. 
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The table height is adjustable manually with a crank, in order to achieve comfortable 
working position. Our table is especially developed for wet environment, exclusively made out of 
stainless steel. The hydraulic unit is placed under the table top. 
 
We manufacture the tables upon your request with adjustable feet, castors with brake and 
accessories after your needs (page 2). 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION L&D Table M 
 

Hydraulic adjustable in height, 300 mm (standard: 700-1000 mm). 

manually with a crank. 

Stable frame structure made of square tubes, 40x40 mm, in stainless steel, on 

adjustable feet. 

Table top and bottom surfaces, made of 1.5 mm stainless steel. Sides are folded 30 mm. 

Platform Option 1: Beaded edge  

Platform Option 2: Raised back edge 

Other options: 

Swivel castors 125 mm with brake, bottom shelf, drawer, cabinet, washing up sing etc. 

 

Measurements: Open request. 

Max load with adjustable feet: 300 Kg. Max load with castors; 200 Kg.  

CE-approved. 

Picture: Art: 79300M, 79311, 79313, 79530b-4 
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Table top in wood, art. 79300MW Bottom shelf of bars in stainless steel, art. 79310 

Flat top plate in stainless steel (Standard) Flat bottom shelf in stainless steel, art. 79311 

Back edge, art. 79313 Washing up sink 55x50, art. 79318 

Edging all around, art. 79314 Drawer, art. 79320 

Oven racks, art. 79319 Castors with brake, plastic, art. 79341-4 
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The table height is adjustable through 230V, in order to achieve comfortable 
working position. Our table is especially developed for wet environment, exclusively made out of 
stainless steel. The hydraulic unit is placed under the table top. 
 
We manufacture the tables upon your request with adjustable feet, castors with brake and 
accessories after your needs (page 2). 

Picture: Art: 79300E, 79300IP, 79313, 79310, 79320 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION L&D Table E 
 

Hydraulic adjustable in height, 300 mm (standard: 700-1000 mm) with AC 230 V. 

Stable frame structure made of square tubes, 40x40 mm, in stainless steel, on adjustable feet. 

Table top and bottom surfaces, made of 1.5 mm stainless steel. 

Sides are folded 30 mm. 

Platform Option 1: Beaded edge (std Harlad) 

Platform Option 2: Raised back edge 

Other options: 

Swivel castors 125 mm with brake, bottom shelf, IPX5-classified, 

drawer, cabinet, washing-up sink etc. 

 

Measurements: Open request. 

Max load with adjustable feet: 300 Kg. Max load with castors; 200 Kg.  

CE-approved. 
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Table top in wood, art. 79300MW Bottom shelf of bars in stainless steel, art. 79310 

Flat top plate in stainless steel (Standard) Flat bottom shelf in stainless steel, art. 79311 

Back edge, art. 79313 Washing up sink 55x50, art. 79318 

Edging all around, art. 79314 Drawer, art. 79320 

Oven racks, art. 79319 Castors with brake, plastic, art. 79341-4 
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The table height is adjustable through 24V, in order to achieve comfortable 
working position. Our table is especially developed for wet environment, exclusively made out of 
stainless steel. The hydraulic unit is placed under the table top. 
 
We manufacture the tables upon your request with adjustable feet, castors with brake and 
accessories after your needs (page 2). 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION L&D Table B 
 

Hydraulic adjustable in height, 300 mm (standard: 700-1000 mm) with 24 V. 

Stable frame structure made of square tubes, 40x40 mm, in stainless steel, on adjustable feet. 

Table top and bottom surfaces, made of 1.5 mm stainless steel. 

Sides are folded 30 mm. 

Platform Option 1: Beaded edge (std Harlad) 

Platform Option 2: Raised back edge 

Other options: 

Swivel castors 125 mm with brake, bottom shelf, IPX5-classified, 

drawer, cabinet, washing-up sink etc. 

 

Measurements: Open request. 

Max load with adjustable feet: 300 Kg. Max load with castors; 200 Kg.  

CE-approved. 

Picture: Art: 79300B, 79300IP, 79313, 79310, 79341-4 
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Table top in wood, art. 79300MW Bottom shelf of bars in stainless steel, art. 79310 

Flat top plate in stainless steel (Standard) Flat bottom shelf in stainless steel, art. 79311 

Back edge, art. 79313 Washing up sink 55x50, art. 79318 

Edging all around, art. 79314 Drawer, art. 79320 

Oven racks, art. 79319 Castors with brake, plastic, art. 79341-4 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION Harald Budget 
 

Hydraulically adjustable in height, 660-960 mm, manually with crank. 

 

The table top and lower shelf in single sheet of stainless steel with anti-clatter 

underneath for noice reduction. 

 

4 castors 125 mm, 2 with brakes. 

 

Disc dimensions: 800x550 mm 

  

Maximum load: 100 kg. 

 

Washable: with flush. 

 

CE approved. 

June 2016: To become more price-competetive and to be able to reach a broader market, 
we proudly introduce for you - the new Harald Budget version! 
  
Besides the price on the new Harald Budget version, there are some differences in comparison 
to the original Harald. The main differences are the 1. loading capacity of 100 kg, 2. the crank 
sitting on the back instead of on the side and 3. the selfweight.  

Art: 79290 

Budget 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION HARALD 
 

Hydraulic adjustable in height, 300 mm, manually with crank. 

 

Stable frame structure made of square tubes, 40x40 mm, in stainless steel. 

Table top and bottom surfaces, made of sandwish glued, 1.5 mm stainless steel, with  

beaded edge. Sides are folded 30 mm. 

 

4 swivel castors, 125 mm, with brake  

 

Measurements: 900x550x700-1000 mm (art 79300V) 

or 1120x620x650-950 mm (art 79300VD) 

 

Max load: 200 Kg.  

 

Washable. 

 

CE-approved. 

Harald has everything you need! It is mobile, adjustable in height, washable and strong.  
Harald is available in two standard sizes, (but can also be made open request); 
 
* Harald allround; 900x550x700-1000 mm 
* Harald for washing baskets (4 pcs): 1120x620x650-950 mm. 
 

Art: 79300VD 
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 Height 1000 mm      Height 700 mm 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION HARALD 
 

Hydraulic adjustable in height, 300 mm, battery driven, 24V. 

 

Stable frame structure made of square tubes, 40x40 mm, in stainless steel. 

Table top and bottom surfaces, made of sandwish glued, 1.5 mm stainless steel, with  

beaded edge. Sides are folded 30 mm. 

 

4 swivel castors, 125 mm, with brake  

 

Measurements: 900x550x700-1000 mm (art 79300VB) 

or 1120x620x650-950 mm (art 79300VDB) 

 

Max load: 200 Kg.  

 

IP: X3, option X5. 

 

CE-approved. 

Harald has everything you need! It is mobile, adjustable in height, washable and strong.  
Harald is available in two standard sizes, (but can also be made open request); 
 
* Harald allround; 900x550x700-1000 mm 
* Harald for washing baskets (4 pcs): 1120x620x650-950 mm. 
 

Art: 79300VBS 24V 
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Limbo is adjustable in height in order to achieve comfortable working position. 
It can be used as a packing disk or for the computer or by assembling. 
Limbo Basic has IP-class X5, and can be placed also in wet areas. 

Art: 79394 Basic 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION LIMBO Basic 
 
Chassi of square tubes 40x40 mm, powdercoated white. 

Telescopic leg, 400 mm adjustable in height with plug, 230V. 

 

Tabletop in Polyeten, 20 mm. 

Option: GN-holder to the right or/and left (art 79390g) 

 

Adjustable feet. 

Option: Swivel castors 100 mm (art 79390bG) 

 

Max load table top: 100 Kg. Max load GN-holder 15 Kg. 

Measurements: 800x650x470-870 mm. 

 

Washable, IP: X5. 

CE-approved. 
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Limbo is adjustable in height in order to achieve comfortable working position. 
It’s mobile on 4 wheels with brake. 
 
Limbo can be used as a packing disk or for cutting vegetables etc. 
Limbo Budget has IP-class X5, and can be placed also in wet areas. 

Budget 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION LIMBO Budget 
 
Chassi of square tubes 40x40 mm, in stainless steel. 

Telescopic leg, 400 mm adjustable in height with plug, 230V. 

 

Tabletop in Polyeten, 20 mm. 

Option: Table top in stainless steel (art 79392b). 

Option: GN-holder to the right or/and left (art 79390g). 

 

4 swivel castors, 100 mm, with brake. 

 

Max load table top: 100 Kg. Max load GN-holder 15 Kg. 

Measurements: 800x650x570-970 mm. 

 

Washable, IP: X5. 

CE-approved. 

Art 79392: With plug (230 V). 
Chassie in stainless steel 
and table top of polyeten (plastic).  
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Limbo is adjustable in height in order to achieve comfortable working position. 
It’s mobile on 4 wheels with brake. 
 
Limbo can be used as a packing disk or for a slicer or by cutting vegetables etc. 
Limbo Delux has IP-class X5, and can be placed also in wet areas. 

Delux 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION LIMBO Delux 
 
Chassi of square tubes 40x40 mm, in stainless steel. 

Telescopic leg, 400 mm adjustable in height with battery, 24V. 

 

Tabletop in Polyeten, 20 mm. 

Option: Table top in stainless steel (art 79392b). 

Option: GN-holder to the right or/and left (art 79390g). 

 

4 swivel castors, 100 mm, with brake. 

 

Max load table top: 100 Kg. Max load GN-holder 15 Kg. 

Measurements: 800x650x570-970 mm. 

 

Washable, IP: X5. 

CE-approved. 

Art 79391: With battery (24 V). 
Chassie in stainless steel 
and table top of polyeten (plastic).  

Delux 
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Limbo in action during Nord Gastro in Husum. 

For the owen, to be 
in right position. 

Limbo Special 800x400 mm. Limbo Special for baskets. 

Delux 

Picture: Art 79391, 79392b, 79390g 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 130P 
 
Made in Sweden. 

Chassie, power pack and handle in powder coated (blue) or stainless steel. 

Pole in aluminium 

Standard plat form in stainless steel 600x400 mm, art 71851. 

Batteries 2 x 12 Volt, 12 Ah. 

Swivel casters, 2 pcs 100 mm and 2 psc 150 mm with central brake. 

Max load: 130 Kg. 

Lifting height: 302-1462 mm. Other options upon request. 

Lifting speed with max load: 10 sek/1000mm up. 7 sek /1000mm down. 

Weight: Ap. 45 kg, depending of lifting tool. 

CE-approved. 

LD130P is a quick, strong and very flexible lift trolley. 
With a lifting speed of 7,6 sec/1000 mm it is one of the 
fastest lift trolleys on the market. The trolley is built in 
modules, which means that you build it fully adapted to 
your needs. 
 
130P is able to handle loads up to 130 kg and at the same 
time do more lifts and do it quicker thanks to the new 
motor. 130P is equipped with central brake and directional 
lock on the rear wheels, making them maneuverable, quick 
and easy to turn sideways. 
 
The mast is equipped with a screw drive, which makes it 
reliable, durable and require minimal maintenance. The 
colum are available in different heights. 
 
To ensure maximal safety the trolleys possess a built-in 
release function, which serves as protection from crushing 
injuries and prevents the trolley from tipping over. 
LD130P is very simple to use and easy to handle, they 
require only very little maintenance. 
 
We have a large number of standard tools such as load 
platform, forks, control and counting scale and 
Squeeze&Turn and our pneumatic expandable Expand& 
Turn. We also manufacture customized tools in accordance 
to your specifications. 

LD130P 
Art. 71500 / 71500R 
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Modul baced design - You decide! 
 
1.Pair of legs 
2 Electronic unit 
3 Control box 
4 Column 
5 Intermediate section 
6 Handlebar 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Expand&Turn - 
Pneumatic expander, 
turing operated 
electrically. For 60 kg. 
Art.77972D 

Squeeze&Turn. 
For 60 kg. 
Art.79473D 

Expand&Turn - 
Pneumatic expander, 
turing operated 
manually. For 60 kg. 
Art. 77971 
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Personal in an industrial kitchen or pharma 
industry, often have to face problems with their 
backs, because of frequent heavy lifts. Cartons, 
boxes, sacks, containers etc. are all examples of 
heavy products. 
 
A lift trolley is the solution! There are different 
heights, load capacities and platforms. (see page 2) 
 
We will be glad to assist you in finding a solution. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION LD80 
 
Chassi in stainless steel, 420x660 mm. 

Pole in stainless steel, 60x60 mm. 

Handle in stainless steel, 360 mm (B). 

Platform in stainless steel, 500x400 mm. 

The engine, the circuit and the batteries 2x12 Volt, are hídden into the chassi. 

Swivel casters, 80x32 mm, 4 pc, 2 with brake. Option: Diameter 125 mm, art 79341-rfr. 

Max load: 80 Kg. 

Lifting height:170-1400 mm. Option: Higher pole +250 mm, art 80054H. 

Measurements: 420x660x1710 mm. 

Washable, IP: X5. 

CE-approved. 

Made in Sweden. 

Art 80000 

Picture: Art 80000+80060+80054H 
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Platform & 
GN-Forks, art 80060 

Platform with scale, art 80090 

LD80 is always delivered with a charger for 24 V. The 
plug is magnetic and you cannot put it the wrong way. 

 

LD80 by CCS Healthcare in Borlänge (Sweden). 

          LD80 with boxes. LD80 with single boom, 
art 80062 

 

 
LD80 with a dolly and Euro 
containers. 
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L&D 70E are our handy, light-weight and highly maneuverable 
lifting trolley. The lifter are available as standard trolley, but 
we have also developed customized versions to be used in    
specific environments and branches of industry, with specially 
designed tools and accessories for different sectors of trade, 
such as  pharmacies, larger catering establishments and       
archives.  

For this trolley we have a large number of standard tools to 
choose from, such as lifting forks and other accessories, please 
see next page. 

The trolley manage loads up to 70 kg. 

There are four standard mast heights to choose from. 

The trolley is in powder-coated steel (blue) and aluminium. 

70E 70E 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 70E 
 
Made in Sweden. 

Chassie, power pack and handle in powder coated (blue). 

Pole in aluminium. 

Plat form in polyeten plastic, 440x498 mm 

Batteries: 2 x 12 Volt, 6,5 Ah. 

Swivel casters, 2 pcs 80x32 mm and 2 pcs 100x32 with brake.  

Max load: 70 kg. 

Lifting height: 139-1373 mm. Option: Higher pole +250 mm, art 77223 

Measurements: 498x735x1692 mm. 

Weight: 33 kg. 

CE-approved. 

Art. 75000 
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Art 77225 

Art  77722 

Art 75025 / 75026 

Art  77241 

Art 77231 

Art 75024 

Art 77730/77740  

Art  77171 

70E 70E 
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Bowl Lifter 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION BOWL LIFTER 
 
Made in Sweden. 

Chassie, power pack and handle in powder coated (blue). 

Pole in aluminium. 

Plat form in polyeten plastic, for bowls between 40 och 60 litres. 

Option: Flat disc, 440x500 mm. Art. 77222B2Sc. 

Batteries 2 x 12 Volt. 

Swivel casters, 2 pcs 80x32 mm and 2 pcs 100x32 with brake.  

Max load: 90 kg. 

Lifting height: 139-1123 mm. 

(max height for the bottom of the bowl is ap. 980 mm). 

Measurements: 420x735x1442 mm. 

Weight: 30 kg. 

CE-approved. 

The bowl lifter has a width of 420 mm by the 
front wheels, to make it possible to come 
between the legs of the mixer. 

The plat form is cut out and adjust for bowls 
between 40 and 60 litres, making the handling 
of the bowls, from the mixer machine to a table 
surface, easy and smooth. 

We always advocate flexibility and to make the 
bowl lifter useful in other areas, a flat disc 
easily can be added above the bowl-plat form. 
This is ligthly placed, on the white positioning 
brackets, and it requires no tools, besides your 
own hands!  

Art. 75500BL 
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The XCART scissor trolley is an adjustable-height, battery-
driven table trolley. It facilitates the staff members in 
their day-to-day work and counters back, shoulder and 
arm strain. 
 
The XCART scissor trolley is suitable, for example: 
-for emptying the contents of pots directly into GN 
containers placed on the trolley for further transfer to 
food transport trolleys and serving lines. 
-when receiving goods, in the storeroom or freezer, 
when loading or offloading crates, cartons, sacks etc. 
-as an adjustable-height workbench with lockable wheels. 
 
 
For the best hygiene, the XCART scissor trolley is IPX5-
classified. The entire trolley, including the batteries, can 
simply be washed down with the kitchen hose. 

TECHNICAL DATA XCART 

Always supplied with 2 batteries and 1 separate charger, 

which is connected to a 230-V power supply. 

Electrical supply: Battery operated, 24 volts 

Material: Stainless steel 

Working surface in 3 standard sizes: 

900 x 550 mm (art 79395e), 900 x 650 mm (art 79395f), 1000 x 650 mm (art 79395g). 

Handle: Height 956 mm, collapsible for flat shipping packages 

Chassis size (incl. wheels): 1116 x 532 mm 

Wheels: 4 pcs, 125 mm; 2 pcs fitted with brakes and 2 pcs with direction lock. 

Lifting height: 300 - 1100 mm 

Maximum load:  100 kg 

Weight: 55 kg 

Spray-washable, IP: X5 

CE approved 

XCART 

Research shows that a good work          
environment increases the profitability  
of the company. 

The battery is 
replaced using 
a single-
handed grip 

Simple control 
panel for up 
and down 

Art (with out top plate): 79395 
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Special XCART scissor trolley at the central kitchen in Nora, Sweden. 
Your choice of size, without handle & without beaded edge. 

Spray-washable, IPX5 for best hygiene       For handling dish racks  Meat and fish industry 
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Palle® Ramp is used at the food buffets and washing-up rack, where many children can’t 
Reach to the right height. It’s also used by short persons, to get the right working 
position, and unload their shoulders, arms and neck. 
 
Palle® Ramp is fitted with rubber feet, which makes it stable and safe. 
It has a low weight, making it easy to move from one place to another. 
Two (2) finger holes give a good grip. 
 
The material reduces the slip risk, and it’s easy to keep clean, just use a water hose. 
 
Rubber strips are assembled, on request. 
 
Smart, ergonomic and hygienic! 

PallE® Ramp  
Art. 79452F 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION  PALLE® RAMP 
 

Made in Sweden 

Plat form in aluminium, with rubber feet. 

Size (standard): 700x350x150 mm 

Option: Rubber strip (art. 79452FK). 

Load Capacity: 30-150 kg. 

Washable. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION PALLE® 170A 

 

Hand made in Sweden. 

Platform dimension 600x350 mm. 

Mechanically adjustable in height, 100 mm, 135 mm, 170 mm. 

Platform of corrugated dexaluminium. 

Aluminium chassie. 

Four castors Ø 50 mm. 

Four stainless steel coil springs.  

 

Option, Extra step, art 79452  

Dimension 300x350 mm, 

Mechanically adjustable in height +110 mm, +150 mm. 

Load: 30-150 Kg. 

Washable with water hose (No dish washer). 

The foot stool Palle® is a ergonomic solution for persons that need to come up to a appropriate and 
safe working position, this to offload shoulders, neck and back. Palle® is very easy to position, just 
push it around with your feet. Palle® is equipped with four castors attached to four stainless steel 
coil springs. The foot stool chassis is pressed to the floor by the users weight. The platform material 
is non-slip, stable and safe. Easy to keep clean, spray with a water hose. 

Palle® 170A  

Option: Extra step 

Art. 79450 
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2 pc of standard plat forms, put together to get a longer plat form. 
Kit for 2 Palle®, art 79449 

 

Palle® Special dimensions: 
700 x 600 x 170-340 mm. 
Art 79455. 

Palle® Special dimensions: 
600 x 350 x 300 mm. 
Art: 79450S. 

Palle® with accessories; 
Hook, art 79449 
Knobs (instead of screws), 
Art 79450f. 

Palle® is used 
in small stock 

Palle® in prepara-
tion area for  
vegetables with 
machine hacker 

Palle® together  
with Ergomixer 

Used in hospital  
radiology  
department 

Lining shelves at 
veterinarian 

Palle®  
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION PALLE® 170R 

 

Hand made in Sweden. 

Platform dimension 600x350 mm. 

Mechanically adjustable in height, 100 mm, 135 mm, 170 mm. 

Made in stainless steel 

Four castors Ø 50 mm in stainless steel (and rubber). 

Four stainless steel coil springs.  

Washable 

 

Option: ESD-castors, art 79450c-ESD 

The foot stool Palle® is a ergonomic solution for persons that need to come up to a appropriate and 
safe working position, this to offload shoulders, neck and back. Palle® is very easy to position, just 
push it around with your feet. Palle® is equipped with four castors attached to four stainless steel 
coil springs. The foot stool chassis is pressed to the floor by the users weight. The platform material 
is non-slip, stable and safe. Easy to keep clean, spray with a water hose. 

Palle® 170R  
Art. 79450RFR 
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Palle® Serie L is designed so that it is possible to assemble several pallets and steps in all various 
combinations, to achieve a flexible and optimal working environment for you. 
 
The foot stools are equipped with four castors attached to elastic stainless steel. 
The foot stool chassie is pressed to the floor by the users weight.  
Weight user: 30-120 kg. 
 
The foot stool is made of powder-coated steel, (orange RAL 2010). 

Palle® 150L Size:  600 x 350 mm. 
Height: 150 mm. 
Art:  79450-150L 

Palle® 225L Size:  600 x 350 mm. 
Height: 225 mm. 
Art:  79450-225L 

Palle® 300L Size:  600 x 350 mm. 
Height: 300 mm. 
Art:  79450-300L 
  

Palle® 450L Size:  600 x 350 mm. 
Height: 450 mm. 
Art:  79450-450L 

Must be combined with 
Palle®steg xxxL alt.  
Palle® xxxL 
cause of safety reasons. 

Must be combined with 
Palle®steg xxxL alt.  
Palle® xxxL 
cause of safety reasons. 

Palle® Serie L  
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Palle®Steg 150L Size:  600 x 250 mm. 
Height: 150 mm. 
Art:  79452-150L 

Palle®Steg 225L Size:  600 x 250 mm. 
Height: 225 mm. 
Art:  79452-225L 

Palle®Steg 300L Size:  600 x 250 mm. 
Height: 300 mm. 
Art:  79452-300L 

Palle®Steg 450L Size:  600 x 250 mm. 
Height: 450 mm. 
Art:  79452-450L 

1 pc Palle® 300L & 
1 pc Palle®Steg 150L 

4 pcs Palle® 150L 

1 pc Palle®450L & 
1 pc Palle®Steg 450L & 
1 pc Palle®Steg 225L 

Combine your own 
Palle® L: 

Must be combined with 
Palle® xxxL 

Must be combined with 
Palle® xxxL 

Must be combined with 
Palle® xxxL 

Must be combined with 
Palle® xxxL 

Palle®  
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In collaboration with AstraZeneca in Sweden, we have 
developed a mobile, height-adjustable working plat form; 
Palle® HS. 
 
The construction with wheels and coil springs makes it 
easy to move between the production units. 
 
The foot stool is step less adjustable in height between 
180 and 480 mm.  
 
The height adjustment is powered by replaceable 
batteries, which are easily and smoothly switched, 
when one of them needs charging. 
 
Foot stool Palle® is flushable and can be used in wet and  
tough environments. 
 
Fence/Bar is supplied on request. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION PALLE® HS 
 

Made in Sweden. 

Always supplied with 2 batteries and 1 separate charger, 

which is connected to a 230-V power supply. 

Electrical supply: Battery operated, 24 volts 

Chassie in stainless steel. 

Plat form in aluminium. 

Bars in stainless steel (or powder coated) 

Four (4) castors Ø 50 mm. 

Four (4) stainless steel coil springs.  

Adjustable in height 180-480 mm. 

Size plat form, standard: 600x600 mm. 

Load capacity: 30-100 kg. 

Washable, IPX5. 

CE-proved. 

Palle® HS  

Art. 79454 
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INFORMATION ERGO MAT  

 

Made out of nitrile rubber, with air bumps that makes it extremely comfortable. 

It offers the absolute best resistance to oil and chemicals. 

Standard size:  600x900x14 mm (5 kg), art. 79437. 

   900x1200x14 mm (10 kg), art 79438. 

The Ergo mat is good for lower back, knees and feet. When you are standing or working at the same 
place for a long time. Perfect on floors such as concrete and ceramic flooring. 
Ergo mat is made of nitrile rubber in order to provide the absolute best resistance to oils and  
chemicals. It is resistant against welding and grinding splatter. The design of Ergo mat and the 
nitril rubber elasticity makes the Ergo mat extremely comfortable to stand on.  
It is durable in most industrial environments. The Ergo mat is available in two standard sizes. 

Healthy 
staff 

Washable 
Resistant to oils.  
Can be cleaned in 
industrial dishwasher. 

Ergo Mat 
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Unless otherwise isn’t indicated, all supplied rails and brackets are in stainless steel 
304L (A2). Rails in stainless steel 304L is ideal even in more demanding environments, 
such as e.g. food and pharmaceutical industries. 
 
For highly demanding environments such as chemical industry and marine environments, we are 
also able to supply most of the components in stainless steel 316L (A4), please contact us for 
further information. 

Material 

Capacity 

The rail system is adapted for a maximum load of 60kg. This includes even trailers, balancer and 
accessories. If other capacity is requested, don’t heistate to contact us at Ergofokus, 
for free consultation. 

Maximum distance between the ceiling- or wall brackets is 1500 mm with a load of 60kg, see 
drawing below. With a load of 20kg, the maximum distance is 2000 mm. 

Maximum distance between the last bracket and the outer edge of the rail is 300 mm, see drawing below. 

When rails are extendet by an extension coupling, a ceiling- or a wall bracket must be used max 
300 mm from the joint. 
 
When using a rail curve, a ceiling- or a wall bracket must be used directly to the joint. 

RAILING SYSTEM in stainless steel 
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I-Montage 

 Art.   Product name    Quantity 
1) 40300a-FR  Rail in stainless steel   1 pc L=2000/3000mm 
2) 40300c-FR  Stop in stainless steel   2 pcs 
3) 40300u-FR  Carriage in stainless steel  1 pc       
4) 40300b-FR  Ceiling bracket in stainless steel 2 pcs 
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 Art.   Product name    Quantity 
1) 40300a-FR  Rail in stainless steel   1 pc L=2000/3000mm 
2) 40300b-FR  Ceiling bracket in stainless steel 1 pc 
3) 40300c-FR  Stop in stainless steel   2 pcs 
4) 40300u-FR  Carriage in stainless steel  1 pc 
5) 40300g-FR  h-bracket in stainless steel  1 pc 
6) 40300a-FR  Rail in stainless steel   1 pc L=2000/3000mm 
7) 40300e-FR  Angle bracket in stainless steel  1 pc 
8) FM0007  Mounting nut M8 in stainless steel 1 pc 
9) FM0006  Lock disc     1 pc 
10) FM0005  Hexagon screw M8 in stainless steel 1 pc 

L-Montage 
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 Art.   Product name    Quantity 
1) 40300a-FR  Rail in stainless steel   1 pc L=2000/3000mm 
2) 40300c-FR  Stop in stainless steel   2 pcs 
3) 40300u-FR  Carriage in stainless steel  1 pc 
4) 40300g-FR  h-bracket in stainless steel  2 pcs 
5) 40300a-FR  Rail in stainless steel   2 pcs L=2000/3000mm 
6) 40300e-FR  Angle bracket in stainless steel  2 pcs 
7) FM0007  Mounting nut M8 in stainless steel 2 pcs 
8) FM0006  Lock disc     2 pcs 
9) FM0005  Hexagon screw M8 in stainless steel 2 pcs 
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INFORMATION ERGOSCOOP 
 

Holder, extensions and scoops are all hand made from Swedish steel. 
The balancer has a wire of 1,6 meters art 61023. 
 
*More information railing system under chapter 7a. 

      

With the Ergoscoop you do not need to lift the scoop by yourself, you just steer it - causing less 
strain on your shoulders, arms and back. The Ergoscoop is manufactured completely in stainless 
steel and is simple to demount when cleaning. The Ergoscoop is attached in a rail installed in the 
ceiling, and has a standard scoop at 2 litres, easy to change to another accessories: 

Extensions 
100 mm 61110 
150 mm 61120 

Scoop 
1 Liter 61151 
2 Liter 61100b 

With pipes 
1 Liter 61153 
2 Liter 61152 

Pasta grip 61130 With holes 
1 Liter 61140 
2 Liter 61150 

Art 61023 
Balancer Ergoscoop 

Art 61100a 
Ergoscoop handle and grip 
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Circle shaped handle. Designed 
for optimal ergonomic effect. 
Reducing of squeeze power and 
relieves the wrist. 

All our scoops and extensions 
have open couplings and smooth 
welds in order to ensure satis-
factory dishwashing.  

A hole through rear handle makes it easy 
to flush water through the tube to keep it 
clean and hygienic. All Ergoscoop™ acces-
sories can be washed in dishwasher. 

Small and light weight balancer with 
adjustable lifting power. Art 61023 

FEATURES AND INSTALLATION 

 
WEIGHT REDUCING  
SCOOP EQUIPMENT  

 
 

• Ergonomic & hygienic design 

• Spray-washable “click” couplings 

• 10 different scoops & accessories  
• Small & light weight balance blocks  
• Flexible rail installation  

• Comprehensive support  

* Tenders are submitted upon request for rail systems with surface-mounted carriages, not 
included as standard. 

Ergonomics, Economy & Installation. 
Investing in ergonomics is something that more and more are 
realising is a good investment for the future. In order for 
there to be a good return on investment, we need to provide 
the users of the equipment with the right working conditions. 
Installation of the rail system is crucial to determining how 
good the customer will consider the investment to be. 
 
Get in touch with us at L&d Ergofokus AB, and we will offer 
you recommendations, installation and training.   

Direction of rail 
Optimal placement of the rail for 
Ergoscoop™ is in the users direction. 
Centre back of pot towards centre 
front pot. Ergoscoop should run 
smoothly in the same direction as 
the user is working.  

 

Option 
Art.Nr: 40310 
Swivel arm wall -
attachment.  
Length 1000 mm.  
Carriage and stop included 

Art.Nr: 40320 
Swivel arm floor - 
attachment.  
Length 900 mm.  
Height 2250 mm.  
Carriage and stop 
included. 
Material: 
Powder coated & 
galvanized steel.  

Backside     Backside  
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   User         User   
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Art R34128a 
Holder 
Robot coupe 

INFORMATION ERGOMIXER     ARTNO 
The balancer has a wire of 2 meters   art 40103 
The holder, hand made from Swedish steel,  
is aviable in 3 versions: 
Robot Coupe CMP250-MP600    art R34128a 
Dito-Sama B3000      art 40101 
Dynamic MF2000      art 40501 

The Ergo-mixer has many advantages with its weight-
less system which saves your shoulders, arms and back 
when you normally would experience heavy work by 
whipping or mixing. 
 
The Ergo-mixer works in canteens, bowls and pots with 
a step less motion. It is attached in a rail installed in 
the ceiling. It is CE marked and apply to all European 
safety and ergonomic rules, thanks to the weightless 
attachment and safety stop. 

Hooks for paste 
art R102883 

TM 

Art 40103 
Balancer  
Ergomixer 

Square whisks 
art R102881 

Extender 100 mm 
art R102882 

INFORMATION ACCESSORIES   ARTNO 
Square whisks 280 mm, for round pots  
and/or sensitive goods.     art R102881 
Hooks for paste etc, 280 mm    art R102883 
Extender, 100 mm, for deep pots   art R102882 

*More information railing system under chapter 7a. 
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FEATURES AND INSTALLATION 

WEIGHTLESS POWER WHISK  
EQUIPMENT 

 
 

• Ergonomic designed handles  
• Open hygienic design  

• Effective balancer weightlessness sensation  
• Flexible rail installation  
• Comprehensive support 

• 5 different accessories  

Effective balancer, easy to adjust 
for weightlessness sensation. 

* Tenders are submitted upon request for rail systems with surface mounted carriages, not 
included as standard.  

Ergonomics, Economy & Installation. 
Investing in ergonomics is something that more and more are 
realising is a good investment for the future. In order for 
there to be a good return on investment, we need to provide 
the users of the equipment with the right working conditions. 
Installation of the rail system is crucial to determining how 
good the customer will consider the investment to be. 
 
Get in touch with us at L&d Ergofokus AB, and we will offer 
you recommendations, installation and training.   

Open design, reduces dirt 
and heat from machine.  

Ergofokus supplies the Robot coupe’s power 
whisks with a spiral cable for flexible use.  

Ergonomic designed handle 
with smooth surfaces.  

Easy snap on/off attachment 
to remove power whisk.  

Easy to clean! 

 

 
TM 

Direction of rail 
 

          Backside  
 
 
 
    
                 Middle                                     
 
 
 
 
  Front         
      User 

Direction of rail 
Optimal placement of the rail for 
Ergomixer™ is between middle of 
pot and front of pot. 

Option 
Art.Nr: 40310 
Swivel arm wall -
attachment.  
Length 1000 mm.  
Carriage and stop included 

Art.Nr: 40320 
Swivel arm floor - 
attachment.  
Length 900 mm.  
Height 2250 mm.  
Carriage and stop 
included. 
Material: 
Powder coated & 
galvanized steel.  
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WE DEVELOP 

adjustable and washable equipment 

for industry and industrial kitchens. 

Sara Ljunggren CEO 

I N D U S T R Y 

w w w . e r g o f o k u s . s e 


